Lawn and Garden
Call Bedford True Value @ (814)623-3900 to Reserve any Equipment

424 LAWN AERATOR
This machine is simple to use and features a working width of
nearly 18" to aerate over 20,000 square feet per hour. The
424 is easy to maneuver, while the built-in lift handles and
removable front weights assist in the loading process. The
clutch lever is integrated into the folding handle, and easy-touse depth controls give precise and consistent coring depths
up to 3".

Little Wonder walkbehind Blower is the fastest way to move leaves and
debris, especially if the leaves are wet, deep, or cover a large
area.

LITTLE WONDER HEDGE
TRIMMER Double edge; Cuts 1/2" diameter fresh growth;
PR22 POWER RAKE
The PR22 operates as a power rake using a flail blade reel
with a 5.5 hp engine

Tough, hardened steel blades; Two-handed switching and
double insulation

Milwaukee 16" Electric
Chain Saw Lightweight Quiet Smooth Running Motor
S22 SEEDER The S22 Seeder is
well balanced and portable thanks to the placement of the
seed hopper and its folding handle. The 30-lb capacity
polymer hopper features a site window and is mounted at
the rear to ensure easier maneuverability and minimal
seed damage during overseeding. The seed gate is
adjustable to accomodate a broad range of grass seed.

Instant Starting Even In Freezing Temperatures No Flammable
Fuel Required ...

HUSQVERNA 326L
Lightweight, versatile string trimmer packs a durable 1.2 HP
high-torque engine to meet all your landscaping needs.

Little Wonder
Commercial Edger cut up to 90 ft. per minute! These
contractor-tough time savers are as rugged as they are easy
to operate.
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HUSQVERNA 55 RANCHER
20" Gas-Powered Chainsaw, 3.4CUIN (56CC), 2 Cycle Engine,
Dual Action Chain Brake & LowVib Features For Added Safety.

Little Wonder High
Performance Vacuum clears and collects stones,
bottles, cans, leaves, and other debris that would normally
have to be swept up by hand. The top-loading bag compacts
better than other leaf and debris vacs. Excellent for residential
cleanup, industrial applications, commercial sites and parking
lots.

Bachtold Walk Behind
28" High Wheel Brush Cutter Mower has a
8HP Honda OHV engine with oil alert. Noram blade-brake
clutch. 26'' rim, 16 ga., with gripper bead, 3/8'' spokes.
Industrial diamond tread tire with gripper bead, 130 lbs per
square inch.

Bachtold Bros. Hydraulic
Log Splitter. Our heavy-duty splitter has the power of a
4-inch cylinder and 22 tons of force at 2500 psi, splitting logs
up to 26" with ease. Standard 2" ball hitch receiver.

The BCS 722 Rear Tine Tiller
Turf Revitalizer
Overseeder is the best and easiest to use overseeder

has a 6.5hp Honda Engine that has a 26 inch box. This unit
has two speeds and can turn the tines 10 times per revolution
of the wheel.

available. Has a 9hp Subaru engine, 0-3 mph hydrostatic
drive, 11” pneumatic tires, 40lb seed hopper capacity with a
seeding width of 20 inches. Overall width 30.5 inches.

Powertek Log Splitter Works in
horizontal or vertical positions and with 20 tons of force it
makes splitting wood an easy choir.
Billy Goat Outback
Brushcutter will clear overgrown property easily without
the use of handheld cutters, sickle mowers or chain saws. This
walk-behind brush cutter clears a 2-ft.-wide path through
brush, grass and weeds up to 8 ft. tall, saplings as thick as
1½" in diameter and other dense vegetation at the rate of 2/3
acre per hour.

MerryMac Stump Cutter is
compact and portable with a reversible handle bar for front or
rear cutting. The cutter head is set thirty degrees off vertical
to allow for smooth cutting of the stump rather then grinding
the stump.
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MerryMac Commercial
Chipper/Shredder will shred limbs up to 4” in diameter

14' Compound Action Tree
Pole Pruner Steel Blade with 1" Diameter Cutting

with ease. Standard 2” ball hitch receiver.

Capacity, Pass Thru Shearing Action and 15" Conventional
Saw Blade.

Merry Tiller offers superior
handling and better weight balance and is great for just about
any size garden, whether you need to break new ground,
expand or create a new garden, or if you have a mature
garden. It makes tilling a breeze with a 6hp engine and a 26”
tilling width.

we have both push or pull and towable lawn roller. Weigh
110lbs without water 640lbs with water.

Mantis Just 20 pounds. 10" Tilling
Depth Makes it easy to till in narrow spaces; tills a 9" path.

24” and 36” Lawn Roller

Spyker Broadcast
Spreader has a 110lb capacity hopper, dual handles and
an Accu-way even spread pattern adjustment.

E-Z Trencher is design for
perfectly landscaped edges. The adjustable 3" to 4" deep by
3" wide check-shaped cut is ideal for redefining or edging for
anyone who wants a manicured, professional looking edge.
You can create a beautiful raised bed in minutes. The
Bedscapers make creating or redefining beds fast and easy.

48” Towable Lawn
Aerator uses standard water jugs for weight which we

Anvil Lopper Four-bar compound
linkage triples your cutting power

12” Kick Style Sod Cutter is a
manual sod cutter that will effectively remove a 12" swath of
grass or turf.

supply. Not shown here.
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Groundhog Hydraulic 1
Man Post Hole Digger Easy one man operation for
heavy duty jobs. Removable 2” tow hitch. 6” – 12” Auger bit
available.

Groundhog 2 Man Post Hole
Digger weight is 72lbs, for heavy duty jobs and 6”-12”
Auger bit available.

Little Beaver 1 Man Post
Hole Digger are incredibly fast. Operating at 360
RPM’s,our augers rotate much faster than competitive units.
The Little Beaver mechanical earth drill gets into areas
inaccessible to skid-steer loaders. 6”-12” Auger bits available.

Manual Post Hole
Digger
We also rent SHOVELS, RAKES, 10 LB SLEDGE
HAMMER, 60” RATTAIL PRY BAR, MATTOCK
PICK, AND MORE! Don’t worry if it’s not listed.
Give us a call at (814)623-3900 and just ask.

Call (814)623-3900 to Reserve or Check
Availability on any equipment.
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